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Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

Amnesty International Contacted Made Homeless with in 40 Days Fwd: Learning Disabled Woman Tortured
repeadedley in Dearborn Mi 
1 message

leslie williams <lesliew21@gmail.com> Mon, May 28, 2018 at 2:43 PM
To: Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "leslie williams" <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Date: Aug 18, 2010 10:56 AM 
Subject: Learning Disabled Woman Tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi 
To: <aiusamw@aiusa.org> 
Cc:  
 
I contacted you in 2006 from San Diego California/at that time i knew i was being stalked/I went to Sand Diego because I was Tortured in Dearborn Mi by people
that I had met at Dearborn Alcoholics Anonymous meeting...and it was latter discovered that the Dearborn Police have been connected in this from the very
Beggining,On june 9'th 2009 I discovered that the collective thought behind the torture and the method's that were used were GangStalkers.
http://www.targetedindividuals.com/gang-stalking-redefined/ ---I have been tortured,assualted
 
robbed,illegally pettioned into Hospitals were I was lied to about my right's,whisked to a phychiatrict ward and was deliberatley diagnosed with false
diagnoses,Evidence has been stolen on numerous occassions,mail has been stolen and delayed so many times it surpasses over 45 times,which includes
rent,so the GangStalkers who have the Power positions in each community a target goes to, to create Homelessness thru corrpt landLords and Property
Owners,they have deliberatley created homelessness now 5 times and they are working on the 6'th as of this actual calender date.Thru the theft and or delayment
of a Money Order I mailed to the Dearborn Apartments on August 3'rd 2010 I mailed it from a Post Office in Dearborn Mi Return Receipt to the Dearborn
Apartments in SouthField Michigan,I have been GangStalked repeadedley on U of M Campus in Dearborn Mi weir Amnesty International has a office/and that staff
miraciousley was never  their every single time i went to its office, The Connection's of who is hosting this GangStalking endeavor,has a extremely far reach
within each community I go into.
Words cannot describe how I am Treated,the GangStalkers are literally on the Floor of my Aprtment,They do what they have always done rent Apartments that
are adjacent to mine
to solicit on a non stop bases their tactics of Direct Converstaions that are intimidating,personnal, critical and rude,They have also used conversation's in my
hallway that included the LandLord inserting himself into these conversation with them to associate himeself to them in my mind,a association tatic they use,so
when they do delay my rent as a excuse to evict That I will know that he and the property owner were involved in this terror and homelessness scheme"This is
done to cultivate Hate Dissemnation"to furthur potentiate and to keep the potentiation of whats happiningt to me alive in my life experience's 24/7 literally.
These are the deliberate terror schemes of GangStalkers.Every Single thing I am illustrating here about their tactics are all over the internet and they are
happining to other people all over the country,I have had emails intercepted,and email replys intercepted from TV Station's,Democracy Now,NewsPapers,and
Lawyers I contact.
See in my case The Federal Governemenet is at least ,at least,lending tacticle support to these GangSatlkers because 2-3 United States postal Supervisors
Aided and Abbed these GangStalkers on Postal Property-between 7-9 Times,Mail is not stolen and delayed without assistance from the Post Office,Michigan
Social Services plays role imn this endeavor of GangStalking by always working together with them by Taking away my food stamps thru a theater of normalacy
of required informartion they need that is prevented from me being able to collect before food stamp review dates,Bank Statements that are delayed before the
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forms are due and recentley they solicited Bank of America to deiberatley change my address in their computer,Hoping to use this as the avenue to create
discrepencies about wheir I truley live so Social Services could"Normally concluude I have been recieving food stamps based on a wrong address to then create a
circle of red tape until proof is established,which they then spinn this perscisioned review for months literally while in the midsts of these calender months I am
without food stamps and while their creating Homelessness in between,they have done this before in a precisioned theater to make all of these events to work
together to ultimitley put the target into a enviroment they directley control,these are the crafted manuvers of GangStalking and the Power Postion's within our
communities they utilze to expedite these terror schemes to work in a synchronized fashion.Go to Google Type in
GangStalking and Social Services,,and landLords,and Property Owners,and Banks,and Mail Theft,and Universitys,and Libraries,and Cyber Survallance and
CyberHinderance,and Renting Adjacent Apartments I am sending this From Henry For Centinniel Libraie in Dearborn Mi/Which is right next to the Deearborn Police
Station on August 18'th 2010,as of this Date and time within this date i am sending this Track and Confirm show's Rent still hasnt been delivered that was mailed
Return Reciept on August 3'rd 2010


